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STANDING AT 
THE PROW  
OF THE WAKA
We talk to Travis O’Keefe & Shay Wright, 
founders of Te Whare Hukahuka
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W ith the huge dream of improving 
the lives of 10million indigenous 
people, Travis O’Keefe and Shay 

Wright of Te Whare Hukahuka are enabling 
indigenous leaders to grow world-class 
organisations and improve the wellbeing 
of their communities. We chat to the guys 
about the awesome work they’re doing, and 
the path they’ve taken to get to this point. 

Tell us about Te Whare Hukahuka and what 
exactly it is you do.

TWH is a fast growing Maori social enterprise 
that is empowering Maori leaders with the 
skills and innovative thinking needed to run 
effective indigenous enterprises. This is our 
big contribution to the vision of improving the 
lives of 10million indigenous people. We are 
building the base in New Zealand with Maori 
enterprises before looking at taking it global.

Delivering leadership training lessons in a cultural context on board a waka
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What’s the story behind the organisation; how did 
you come together to start it, and why?

The journey started with two crazy Maori 
entrepreneurs who wanted to do something 
innovative and make a massive impact on 
people that need it. Maori are at the bottom of 
80% of all wellbeing indicators, and yet there 
is a huge potential to harness indigenous 
knowledge and develop enterprises that 
benefit people and planet, as well as 
contribute profit and preservation of culture.

We were appalled at the mediocrity coming 
from mainstream providers like the Institute 

of Directors to effectively support Maori 
enterprises to grow, so we decided to do 
something about it. We validated alternative 
approaches through The Icehouse and set 
up a social enterprise called Te Whare 
Hukahuka. The name was given to us by iwi 
and refers to the ‘domain of innovation and 
creation’. Our brand colour is a bit out there 
too – it’s bright purple, in reference to Seth 
Godin’s concept of being the purple cow. 

In just a few years we have launched some 
cutting edge initiatives, built a team of 
ten, won a few awards and worked with 
hundreds of Maori leaders.

A quick selfie after training with award-winning Maori incorporation Maraeroa C who have launched their indigenous ginseng product

Travis O’Keefe sharing ideas about Maori 
enterprises that are ‘ahead of the curve’

Indigenous 
wild ginseng - 
a new product 
of Maraeroa 
C, one of 
Te Whare 
Hukahuka’s 
100 Maori 
enterprise 
clients

Interview

https://www.theicehouse.co.nz/
http://www.sethgodin.com/purple/
http://www.sethgodin.com/purple/
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How did you get things started? Did you have any 
money to start off? How did you fund it in the 
early days and keep things growing?

We used lean startup and researched the 
market problems of Maori leaders first, spoke 
to experts about ‘out of the box’ training 
solutions, created a shiny brochure and then 
sold it before we’d developed the product. 

Then we were like, “OMG, we’ve got to 
build this thing now!”, so we hired the best 
experts and created our first programme, 
which surprisingly delivered an amazing 
experience. We’ve constantly been iterating 
and listening to customers ever since, 
spawning a whole lot of new programmes 
around governance, strategy, enterprise 

development, business models, e-commerce 
startups and more recently a Maori youth 
leadership programme. Now we are picking 
the highest potential Maori clients to go 
on a deeper journey with – with the goal of 
launching world-class enterprises with them 
– so we’re always looking for the right kind 
of investors to invest into the growth.

We’ve been fortunate to have the backing 
of both Government and some progressive 
charitable funders to help fund the startup 
costs – although sometimes our structure can 
be a challenge in New Zealand because as a 
country we have not yet got up to speed around 
social enterprises vs. charities. We believe a 
charity model perpetuates a handout mentality, 
so we won’t adopt that model!

Graduates of Te Whare Hukahuka’s youth 
governance programme, ‘Ka Eke Poutama’

https://youtu.be/7o8uYdUaFR4
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Have you experienced any hard times? What’s the 
biggest challenge you’ve faced in building your 
various businesses so far?

Finding and recruiting the right people has held 
us back. We have had a number of employees 
– some didn’t fit a startup culture that pivots 
often, some who weren’t generalists enough to 
work across multiple projects, and sometimes 
we were employing the wrong skills at the 
wrong time in the business lifecycle. All of this 
meant a lot of time invested into recruiting and 
training a new team, only to find they weren’t 
the right fit. 

We’ve also found it a challenge getting out of 
being the centre of the business (and therefore 
the blockage), to having self-enabling teams 
to manage the operations so that we can work 
on the business model, strategy and growth. 
We are slowly making progress here – having a 
good team is a massive help!

What are the three most important skills or 
personal qualities you would advise up and 
coming entrepreneurs to develop?

1. Use a lean startup process to validate 
your business model assumptions before 
you commit to a new product build.

2. Focus now on systemising your business – 
get an expert in to help you if you need to. 
Map out your processes, remove bits that 
are not really needed, automate repetitive 
parts, identify where you can use lower 
cost labour to reduce your costs. Do this 
especially in your sales process. 

3. Learn the art of dealing with people. 
One tip is to frame things well. If you are 
wanting something, ask people if they 
can give you advice and feedback, even 
if it’s something more you are wanting. 
As the saying goes: “Ask for money, get 
advice. Ask for advice, get money twice”.

TWH team - NZ innovation awards

Interview
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What do you think New Zealand needs to improve 
upon when it comes to creating and supporting 
more successful businesses?

• Improving our current business support 
ecosystem – incentivising the players to 
connect and align their services to make 
it easier to access and navigate.

• Embracing indigenous thinking to 
pioneer new models – we just gave the 
Whanganui River personhood status. 
Now let’s treat it like a co-founder in 
primary sector businesses and give it 
equity and a board seat. 

• Create policy that gives priority to 
New Zealand businesses and social 
enterprises for contracts, rather than 
overseas corporates that take all the 
money out of our communities. 

 

The failure rate for new businesses is scaringly 
high, and this puts a lot of people off from even 
trying. What advice would you give to readers 
who might have an idea but aren’t sure how to 
turn it into a business?

Startups live or die on the assumptions they 
make. Validate first! Check out our bro Ash 
Maurya for more on that. 

Use the 80/20 rule. Identify the best things 
about your competitor’s products, copy 
80% and innovate on the 20% that their 
customers are dissatisfied with.

Be more tenacious than your competition. 
If you are just there to play, you WILL be 
beaten by someone who is playing to win. 

Be different. Stand out from the noise. Be 
remarkable. Be the purple cow.

Shay Wright speaking at the Forbes Asia 30 Under 30 conference in Singapore

http://ashmaurya.com/
http://ashmaurya.com/
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How important are formal qualifications in 
entrepreneurial success? Why or why not?

As useless as tits on a bull. Entrepreneurial 
success is largely about grit and 
perseverance to overcome adversity; 
resourcefulness to find quick and clever 
ways to overcome difficulties; and 
sharp rapport skills to develop close 
and harmonious relationships based on 
understanding people’s feelings and ideas. 

University can be really good for networks, 
mentors, peers and as a place to ask dumb 
questions that may in fact be genius. 
Remember, great ideas don’t shout, they 
whisper (cheers Murray Thom!) .

Learning from our mistakes is essential if we 
are to grow as entrepreneurs. Looking back, are 
there any things you would do differently if you 
were to start Te Whare Hukahuka again?

• Say ‘no’ more often to opportunities 
that distracted us from focusing our 
limited resources on the few things 
that achieved our goals in the fastest, 
easiest, lowest cost and least risky way.

• Having a calendar of when we wanted to 
rollout new initiatives so that we could 
prioritise important things like getting 
new team members up to speed and 
having a self-sustaining business model.

• Be clearer up front on the sort of team 
members we needed in each project, 
and then exploring all options to get this 
team early.

What does success mean to you, and what do you 
think are the most important things to think about 
whilst building a business?

For us, success is being absolutely 
passionate about what we do – doing 
something beyond the motivation of money, 
making a meaningful impact in the world, 
continuing to learn and enjoying the ride. It’s 
also pretty cool to continuously challenge 
ourselves to stay at the cutting edge and 
keep launching really innovative ideas and 
products to the market. 

Te Whare Hukahuka was named in the NZ 
Innovation Awards and the Forbes Asia 30 
Under 30 list in 2016. •

For us, success is being 
absolutely passionate 
about what we do – doing 
something beyond the 
motivation of money, 
making a meaningful impact 
in the world, continuing to 
learn and enjoying the ride

www.twh.co.nz 
L: Te Whare Hukahuka
F: @maoridevelopment

http://m.nzherald.co.nz/sponsored-stories/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503708&objectid=11699839
https://www.twh.co.nz/
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/10084383/
https://www.facebook.com/maoridevelopment/
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SPOTTING THE 
GAP: HOW TO 
HAVE BETTER  
BUSINESS IDEAS

BY Richard Liew

Had a great idea? Cool! But think 
carefully before investing your life 
savings trying to turn it into a business

Entrepreneurship
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T hey say that ideas are a dime a dozen, 
and it’s true. There’s certainly no 
shortage of people with good business 

ideas out there. But having an idea, and 
then having an idea that will enable you 
to build a great business – these are 
two entirely different matters. Just ask 
anyone who’s tried to start a business! 

The two most common traps that new 
entrepreneurs fall into is that they either:

Invest everything they’ve got into the 
first idea they have (because they are 
only just learning how to come up with 
them), rather than being patient and 
waiting for a better opportunity; or:

They get so excited about their new found 
ability to come up with ideas that they try 
and run with every idea they have! Both of 
these traps can be a recipe for disaster, 
and help to explain why many successful 
entrepreneurs fail again and again before 
they achieve real success. But as time goes 
by, and they learn from their mistakes, 
they get better and better at choosing 
(and executing) the right ideas to act on.

So where do the best ideas for new 
businesses come from? The first step is 
to understand where money comes from. 
Money follows value. We earn money by 
exchanging something of value for money. 
In your job, you are exchanging your 
time, sweat, brainpower or other skills 
for money. For example, if you’re only 
providing $20 worth of value per hour to 
the market, you will earn $20 per hour. 

On the other hand, if you want to earn $200 
per hour, then you will need to learn how to 
provide $200 worth of value per hour. The 
more value you can provide to the market, 
the more you earn, and it’s exactly the same 
when you’re running your own business.

So, first things first. Your idea must provide 
something of value to the market. If it 
doesn’t, you’ll have a hard time getting 
people to give you money for it.

How do you do this? Well, I’ve found that 
the best ideas come from finding a problem 
and solving it, or by finding a need and 
filling it. By coming up with a solution 
to a problem that people want to solve, 
you will be ensuring that your solution is 
valuable. The bigger the problem you’re 
solving, the more valuable the solution.

For example, in my second business, a sales 
training and recruitment firm, we identified that 
sales managers are expected to recruit great 
salespeople, but aren’t being given any training 
or instruction on how to do it in the first place.

As a consequence, they are left to fumble along, 
learning solely by trial and error, costing the 
companies they work for millions of dollars in 
lost sales opportunities, recruitment costs and 
staff turnover. To solve this problem, we created 
a day-long sales recruitment workshop, which 
managers could attend for less than the cost of 
a ‘situations vacant’ ad in the newspaper. The 
mistake many people make is that they do it 
backwards. They create or invent something 
and then try and figure out what problems it 
will solve, rather than finding a problem to solve 
and then coming up with a way to solve it.
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So, how do you find a problem to solve?

Many people start businesses after being 
spurred into action by something that 
annoys them or to fill a need they’ve 
experienced in their own lives. Hamish 
Acland of Mons Royale is a great example 
of this. As a professional skier, he 
travelled the world living out of a ski 
bag and noticed that he wouldn’t want 
to wear his merino base layer off the 
mountain, as they all made him look 
like he was about to climb Everest. 

He set about designing thermal underlayers 
that were fashionable as well as functional. 
Mons Royale is now stocked in over 400 
retail outlets worldwide and is even worn 
by the New Zealand Olympic team.

Entrepreneurship

But what if you can’t think of any 
problems that annoy you?

Well, the next best way to find problems 
(what I call ‘spotting a gap’) is to simply 
throw yourself into doing something 
you’re passionate about and ask yourself 
how you might be able to improve it.

The thing with ‘gaps’ is that to spot them; 
you need to be close enough to see them. 
Think of your standard Kiwi wooden 
fence – the kind separating hundreds of 
thousands of backyards up and down the 
country. Looking at the fence up close it’s 
easy to see the 4mm gaps between planks. 
Look at a fence from a few hundred metres 
away and spotting the gaps is a lot harder.

For example, I have absolutely no interest 
in and know nothing about the industrial 
robotics industry. Therefore, it’s almost 
impossible for me to identify what might 
be missing, or what might need improving 
in that space. I’m simply too far away 
from the industry to spot any gaps.

On the other hand, I have invested a 
lot of time, energy and passion into 
the sales profession, and because 
of my involvement in the industry, I 
still see opportunities to add value to 
the sales profession everywhere.

 Simply throw 
yourself into 

doing something 
you’re passionate 

about and ask 
yourself how you 

might be able 
to improve it.

http://nzentrepreneur.co.nz/10-questions-hamish-acland-mons-royale/
http://nzentrepreneur.co.nz/10-questions-hamish-acland-mons-royale/
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Another good example is Wellington 
refrigeration engineer Jude Benedict, the 
mastermind behind Kiwi Klips. The idea 
for this came from doing the task itself; 
having back trouble, and living in wet, 
windy Wellington, hanging out the washing 
was difficult when he had to bend down all 
the time. He designed a clip that attaches 
to your washing pole, a post, wall, fence, 
gate (nearly anything that doesn’t move) , 
to hold your washing basket off the ground. 
Such a simple solution, but so effective. 
Jude is now helping people with back 
problems, the elderly, pregnant women, 
or anyone that would just like to take the 
pain out of hanging out the washing.

You need to find out what your passion is 
and do it. If you do this, and you commit 
yourself to being the best in your field, 
you’ll soon spot plenty of areas for 
improvement. If you try and spot problems 
and gaps in a field you’re not passionate 

about: a) you won’t be able to see as 
many opportunities because you don’t 
care; and b) you certainly won’t care 
enough to build a business to solve it. 

This method of spotting gaps may take 
you a bit longer than simply sitting down 
one day and trying to come up with a list 
of things to invent. When you listen to the 
stories of many successful entrepreneurs, 
you find that their business ideas were 
born out of personal frustration at a lack 
of products or services, or noticing what 
was missing in the industry. The saying 
‘necessity is the mother of invention’ 
encapsulates this concept nicely.

So there are two clues about where 
great business ideas originate. You’ll 
notice that these methods are quite 
different from simply coming up with 
ideas for the sake of having ideas. By 
starting with a problem you’ll ensure 
that your solution is creating value.•

Richard Liew is the founder and editor of NZ Entrepreneur magazine. 
He is an entrepreneur specialising in sales and marketing and holds a 
Bachelor of Commerce in finance from the University of Auckland.

http://nzentrepreneur.co.nz/kiwi-klips-kickin/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/richardliew/
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SEVEN VITAL 
CHANGES 
FOR SELLING, 
STARTING TODAY

BY Linda Richardson
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Over the past few decades, selling has 
changed. The changes have been 
incremental, giving salespeople 

time to adjust. Not so today. The degree 
and speed of change in the sales world 
over the past two years is revolutionary 
– in how, why, and when customers 
buy and, therefore, in how you sell.

Selling has been turned on its head, and 
sales organisations are trying to catch up. If 
you have any doubts about the magnitude of 
change, just think about your level of control 
over the last major retail purchase you made 
and multiply that by twenty, and you will have 
a sense of the revolution in buying that is 
going on with your customers. The revolution 

has created a shift of control – away from you 
as a seller and toward your customer. 

The bottom line is this: there is a 
need to increase your preparation and 
knowledge so you can bring more to the 
table. Today’s customers want and need 
business advice around your customised 
product solution. What does advice 
look like? How do you deliver it? 

Advice comes in the form of a point of view, 
shared experience, resources, expertise, 
insights, new ideas, and new ways to look at 
old problems, research, and contacts. Giving 
advice requires confidence, and having it 
acted on demands credibility, commitment, 
and solution co-creation.

Advice comes in the form 
of a point of view, shared 
experience, resources, expertise, 
insights, new ideas, and new 
ways to look at old problems, 
research, and contacts. 
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CONTROL WITH
Increase your assertiveness by executing 
a sales process that defines activities and 
measurable outcomes for each stage. Exert 
control with, not over customers.

In my work at Richardson and at Wharton, 
I have identified seven essential changes in 
selling in this new sales world:

INTENSIFY YOUR PREPARATION 
Conduct deeper preparation and leverage 
the internet, research, and your team to gain 
a deep understanding of your customer’s 
business and anticipate the customer’s 
business challenges and opportunities. Learn 
everything you can about your competitors 
– your prepared customers know a lot about 
them and will test you.

QUESTION DIFFERENTLY
Leverage your preparation and expand your 
thoughtful and strategic questions to get 
under the skin of the needs and challenges 
you uncover or assume. Use questions to 
refine your customer’s thinking. Probe why, 
why not, and what else.

2
3

Sales

1

Conduct deeper 
preparation and 
leverage the 
internet, research, 
and your team 
to gain a deep 
understanding of 
your customer’s 
business and 
anticipate the 
customer’s 
business 
challenges and 
opportunities.
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EXPAND ACCESS
Map the customer organisation, get to 
executives, and sell across the decision-
making group to gain consensus and 
support and cultivate a coach. Gain 
consensus among your team.

GET SMARTER 
Build your business acumen and develop 
industry, market, and customer specific 
knowledge. Leverage all team members, 
keep abreast of research and tap into the 
experience with other customers. Learn from 
customers as much as they learn from you.

CO-CREATE SOLUTIONS 
Build solutions with your customers. 
Collaborate with clients by providing  
business advice, listening to them,  
and refining how they think about  
their challenges, to create winning  
solutions together.

4
BOOST YOUR BRAVERY 
If you are doing it, kiss any semblance 
of order-taking goodbye. Dig in 
by asking why, why not, and what 
else. Ask the tough questions.

Introduce and champion alternatives you 
believe in. Take an equal place at the 
table. Be persistent in helping customers 
think outside the box. Be passionate 
about solving business problems.

The speed of change is unprecedented. 
The Beatles got it right in the song 
‘Revolution’, when they said, “We’d 
all love to see the plan.”•

5

6

7

Linda Richardson is the founder and Executive Chairwoman of Richardson, 
a global sales effectiveness organisation.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lindarichardsonsales/
https://www.richardson.com/
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SELECTING 
AND 
PROTECTING 
YOUR BRAND 
NAME    BY John Hackett  
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Choosing a brand name that becomes a 
distinctive trademark can be a challenging, 
time-consuming, and expensive exercise. 

This article provides tips on how you can 
increase your chances of success without 
making costly mistakes along the way.

SELECT A NAME THAT IS DISTINCTIVE 

Coming up with a good brand name requires 
a degree of creative thinking. It’s important to 
choose a name that is distinctive. By this, I mean 
a name that no competitor can freely use to 
describe the product or service you market.

For example, a name like ‘Full of Fruit’ is not 
a good trademark for a fruit cereal because 
it describes a characteristic of the product, 
i.e. that it is ‘full of fruit’. But, call it something 
like ‘Fruitful’ and a competitor could not use 
that word to describe their fruit cereal.

Eponymous brand names may work for some, but 
not everyone. For example, if your name happens 
to be Brigitte Chanel and you offer beauty 
services, you may run into difficulties trying to use 
the name ‘Chanel’, because it is already a well-
known trademark for perfume and cosmetics.

Any name that is likely to be confusing or 
misleading, or that indicates a connection 
with a well-known brand, is unlikely to 
able to be registered. It is also liable to 
incur the wrath of the brand owner!

Names based on geographical place names 
can also be problematic. A supermarket chain 
in Australia was recently unsuccessful in its 
attempt to register a new wine label with the 
name ‘South Island’. All traders must be free 
to indicate the source of their products, or 
where they are produced or manufactured.

If you wish to use a Maori name, it’s important 
to ensure you approach the appropriate iwi to 
go through a full consultation process. You want 
to make sure that you have their endorsement 
to use and register the name, and know that 
it is not demeaning or offensive to Maori.

DETERMINE IF YOU HAVE FREEDOM TO OPERATE 

‘Freedom to operate’ (FTO) is a commonly 
used term in intellectual property law. It 
indicates whether you have freedom to market, 
sell, or license your products or services 
without infringing the IP rights of others.

To determine if you have freedom to operate, 
a proper search needs to be carried out in the 
marketplace, and of the official intellectual 
property registers for the country or countries, 
you intend to offer your products and services 
in. You can search by looking through numerous 
databases, including that of the Intellectual 
Property Office of New Zealand (IPONZ), and 
do an Internet search, but an IP specialist can 
help ensure your search covers all the bases.

For example, say you want to use the name 
FITEC for computer software. You could search 
on this name and find nothing, but does that 
mean you are free to use and register this name?

Not necessarily. What about phonetic spelling 
variations, such as FYTEC, PHYTEC or PHITEC? 
You may discover someone has already 
registered one of these for the same goods 
or services. So it’s important that your FTO 
searching is thorough and well-informed.
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John Hackett is a partner at AJ Park, helping clients with brand 
protection and enforcement strategies.

REGISTER YOUR TRADEMARK 

Once you’ve come up with a distinctive name 
and established that you have freedom to 
operate in your target markets and classes, 
it’s time to try and register it. Remember, 
your chances of success will be greatly 
increased if the mark is not a descriptive 
word, geographical place name, a common 
surname, or any other name which may 
be considered unable to be registered.

MAINTAIN YOUR TRADEMARK REGISTRATION 

In most countries, if you haven’t used your 
trademark for a continuous three-year period, it’s 
open to a third party to revoke the registration, 
apply for the same mark on the same products 
or services, and start using the name.

To keep your name protected, renew your 
registration every ten years in the country 
it’s registered, and ensure you’re using 
your trademark. Also, try not to let your 
brand be used generically as a descriptor 
or a verb as this could compromise the 
validity of your trademark registration.

Google spent many months in court to show its 
GOOGLE trademark had not become generic, 
despite evidence that the public uses the term 
‘Google’ or ‘Googling’ to indicate searching 
for something on the internet. There are many 
other well-known examples of brand names that 
have become generic, such as: ‘Rollerblade’, 
‘Aspirin’, ‘Sellotape’, and ‘Photoshop’. 

ENFORCE YOUR REGISTERED RIGHTS 

Once you’ve registered your trademark, 
it’s important to enforce it by taking action 
against potential infringers. For example, if 
you successfully registered FITEC for your 
software product, but a direct competitor 
launched a product using the name PHYTEK, 
you would be within your rights to take 
enforcement action. A straightforward ‘cease 
and desist’ letter pointing out your rights in 
your FITEC trademark registration should 
be sufficient for the potential infringer to 
back down and negotiate a settlement. •

Marketing

https://www.linkedin.com/in/johackett/
http://www.ajpark.com/
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SERVICE OR BUSINESS 
WORTH TALKING ABOUT?

Want to grow brand awareness in a more effective and useful way?

Get in touch with Jennifer now to discuss our options.
+64 3 443 6316 (NZT) | jenniferl@espiremedia.com | www.espiremedia.com

TALK TO ESPIRE MEDIA ABOUT OUR 
CONTENT MARKETING SERVICES 
We offer a range of ways to attract and retain customers, 
by creating and curating relevant and valuable content  
to engage and add value to your audience.

BENEFITS:
• Expand your digital footprint
• Grow brand awareness
• Increase traffic to your website
• Thought leadership
• Media exposure
• Attract new customers
• And... grow SALES!

Visit us for content marketing advice, tips and ideas, plus a free  
copy of our content marketing guide The Content Creation Cookbook!
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NEW ZEALAND IS A HOTBED OF ENTREPRENEURIAL GOODNESS 
EACH WEEK WE PROFILE A STARTUP WE’RE WATCHING ACROSS A RANGE OF INDUSTRIES

Holiday Swap
FOUNDER:  Mel Buddhdev

HQ:  Auckland
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Tell us about your business.

Holiday Swap is a site where people swap their 
home or holiday home with other homeowners 
throughout New Zealand. It enables people 
to have very affordable holidays all over New 
Zealand and possibly in other countries.

Who and where are your target customers?

Home and/or holiday homeowners 
throughout New Zealand.

Who, how and when did you first come 
up with the idea for your business?

A relative was visiting New Zealand, and I 
wanted to take them to see another part of 
the country. We have a bach in Northland 
but she had already been there. I started 
thinking that surely there must be others like 
me who love their holiday home but fancy 
a change sometimes. I posted requests on 
a few different Facebook pages, and after 
a long search found someone on Waiheke 
who was willing to swap their bach with 
ours. The idea for Holiday Swap was born.

What are your three biggest unique selling points?

1.  We are New Zealand based 
– we understand how people 
holiday in New Zealand.

2.  We offer ID verification.

3.  The first year’s membership is free!

I had an idea 
and actually did 
something about 
it. It’s easy not 
to bother.
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www.holidayswap.co.nz
F:  @holidayswap  

I:   @myholidayswap 
T:   @myholidayswap 

What are three things about your 
business that you are proud of?

1. That I had an idea and actually did 
something about it. It’s easy not to bother.

2. People are signing up and adding 
some great properties. We currently 
have over 280 homes listed.

3. Members are swapping already and 
we’re getting some really good feedback. 
This is also creating an awesome 
community of like-minded people.

What is the biggest entrepreneur lesson 
you would like to share with other Kiwis 
thinking of starting their own business?

Have an idea? Give it a go. You will only spend 
the rest of your life thinking... if only! •

https://holidayswap.co.nz/
https://www.facebook.com/holidayswap/
https://www.instagram.com/myholidayswap/
https://twitter.com/myholidayswap
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QUICK FIX

Do your efforts to impress your 
prospects and customers include 
phrases like: “our product is really 

strong”, “we offer a high quality solution”, 
“we are very experienced”?

So what exactly does ‘really strong’, ‘high 
quality’, and ‘very experienced’ really mean?

To your prospects, it’s marketing and sales 
fluff and will have no impact. 

When describing products and services, 

be sure to quantify what you mean using 
metrics that the customer will understand. 
Use statements like ‘in independent strength 
tests, our product rated number one’, or ‘our 
experienced engineers have successfully 
completed 23 similar design and build projects 
around the world in the past eight years’.

How much fluff can you cut out of your 
proposals and presentations and replace with 
specific relevant statements? •

Cut out the fluff
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“Programmable 
money democratises 
money. And because 

of this, things are 
going to change and 

unfold in ways that we 
can’t even predict.”

Neha Narula, Ted Talk 
WATCH IT HERE: ‘The future of money’

https://www.ted.com/talks/neha_narula_the_future_of_money?language=en



